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What must be configured when there is a requirement for more than one IBM WebSphere
Application Server to connect?
 
 
A. server.xml 
B. WAS profile 
C. SSL certificates 
D. LTPA token keys 
 

Answer: D

 

 

What is the purpose of the TWSRegistry.dat file?
 
 
A. It is a backup of the localopts andcurrent plan. 
B. It stores the communications attributes for SSL. 
C. It stores the binary representation of the installed IBM Tivoli Workload Scheduler (TWS)
instance. 
D. It documents all TWS installed components and fixpacks on the machine. 
 

Answer: D

 

 

Which log should be reviewed if a job running on a fault-tolerant agent (FTA) abends?
 
 
A. joblog 
B. SystemOut.log 
C. TWSMERGE on the FTA 
D. TWSMERGE on the master domainmanager 
 

Answer: A
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What will be the effect of jobs on a workstation if the workstation FENCE is set to GO?
 
 
A. Jobs will not run. 
B. Jobswith a priority of 101 will run 
C. Jobs with a priority of Go will run. 
D. All jobs will get have a priority of GO. 
 

Answer: D
Reference:http://www-
01.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSGSPN_9.2.0/com.ibm.tivoli.itws.doc_9.2/distr/src_
ref/awsrgfence.htm
 
 

 

 

When creating a new job stream using the Dynamic Workload Console, what are the
minimum requirements for a job stream to be selected for launch after FINAL job stream
introduces a new Plan?
 
 
A. RunCycle and at least one job 
B. RunCycle and not inDraft mode 
C. At least one job and not in Draft mode 
D. A scheduled time specified and not in Draft mode 
 

Answer: D

 

 

Which conmancommand switches the event processor component?
 
 
A. switchmgr <newmgr> 
B. switchmgr <domain>;<newmgr> 
C. switcheventpcocessor <workstation> 
D. switcheventprocessor <domain>;<workstation> 
 

Answer: D
Reference:http://www-
01.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSGSPN_9.1.0/com.ibm.tivoli.itws.doc_9.1/distr/src_
ref/awsrgevntrulemgmntproc.htm
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A customized job type has been created to meet a scheduling requirement. What must be
done before jobs can bedynamically scheduled using the new job type?
 
 
A. The application needs to be placed in the methods directory and the IBM Workload
Automation processes restarted. 
B. A customized job type plug-in jar file installed on the system hosting the Dynamic
Workload Console. 
CA customer needs to install Eclipse on the master domain manager (MDM) and migrate
the plug-in to enterprise Java. 
C. A job type plug-in jar file needs to be installed on the MDM and the agent running a
customized job type. 
 

Answer: A

 

 

What is the effect on the queue size after running theevtsize <filename> 15000 command
on the master domain manager (MDM)?
 
 
A. It sets the maximum queue size t15,000 bytes. 
B. It increases <filename> on the local agent by 15,000 bytes. 
C. It sets <filename> on all agents managed by the MDM t15,000 bytes. 
D. It increases <filename> on all agents managed by the MDM by 15,000 bytes. 
 

Answer: A

 

 

Which two processes are specific to the dynamic agent?
 
 
A. agent 
B. writer 
C. mailman 
D. batchman 
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E. JobManager 
 

Answer: D,E

 

 

How are the logging and tracing messages changed for IBM Tivoli Workload Scheduler to
identify batchman issues?
 
 
A. Open <TWAhome>/TWS/TWSCCLog.propertiesand modify the appropriate objects. 
B. Open <TWShome>/TWS/logs/TWSLog.properties and change the levels to
DEBUG_MAX. 
C. Select the logging and tracing panel in the Dynamic Workload Console and set the
appropriate levels. 
D. Open <WAS_profile_path> /logs/to waserverN and modify the logs.ini file changing the
levels to DEBUG MAX. 
 

Answer: C
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